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About This Content

The Falmouth Branch Expansion Pack (based on ‘The Maritime Line’, as it was once known), extends from Truro all the way
down to Falmouth. Revisit an idyllic era of steam on this classic West Country branch line, take control of the new 57xx Pannier

tank locomotive and experience 12 miles of scenic Cornwall. Included with this RailWorks 2 Expansion Pack are the 57xx
Pannier tank loco, new BR Mk1 coaches and 5 career mode scenarios. With scope for freight and passenger workings, the

Falmouth Branch will offer many hours of driving pleasure.
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Scenarios

The Dawn Shift - (Beginner skill scenario)

Branch Business - (High skill scenario)

The Maritime Line - (Beginner skill scenario)

Harbour Haulage - (High skill scenario)

The Little Things Count - (Medium skill scenario)

Includes UK Buildings Model Pack
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I can give a buy recommendation for all dlcs, but they are not necessary at all costs.. I've always enjoyed the Hacker Evolution
series, and to me they keep getting better and more challenging every game. IMMERSION is no different, though it is still in
Early Access. The biggest (and most obvious) change is that of the dials in which you control your firewall, tasks, and
upload/download speed, preferably with your mouse wheel. The devs are constantly updating, with balancing aspects and new
commands to help you complete the mission. As of this review, they just balanced out the firewall decay, so it's a bit better,
though you still have to keep your eye on it which is the biggest challenge. I highly enjoy the challenge of the game, though it's
going to get even better with every update.. Nothing special, except the theme. Perhaps if they pushed the theme a bunch more
it would become a worthwhile game.

Certainly rough around the edges in terms of hitbox sizes and such. The rooms-connected-by-corridors level generator means
that each time you enter a room that's the same as you've seen before, it feels the same because you can still camp in the
doorway just as much each time.. I agreed with everything in the review by Zsozark. The lack of a map is awful, way too much
back tracking.
There are plenty of better HOG games on Steam.. too many glitches in it. When you wanna think of games that haven't aged
well, think of this.. 5\u20ac for 1 track? Really? That's pathetic.. Simplistic, straightforward gameplay that rewards and
progresses based on your experimentality. Simply, you have resources that you put into "input machines" which become new
resources. These new resources mix in various combinations with other resources with the ultimate goal of creating weapons
which you can then sell. However, this isn't just about experimenting with resources, it's about efficiency and automation and
your ultimate goal is to have a fully functioning factory that requires very little input from the player. Slap on a slightly,
command and conquer-esque Soviet aesthetic and you have March of Industry.

Honestly, I find the core concepts to be a ton of fun and it's actually rather engaging and addicting trying to find new weapon
combinations but there is just not enough content here for any type of extended play. Graphically, it's your usual 16 bit,
pixelized look and the game becomes rather challenging rather quickly. Thankfully, the game isn't overly punishing and you
should be able to rectify any mistakes you make without too much fear of having to start over. Then again, if you make a lot of
mistakes then you've very little choice but to start your business all over again.

After extended playing, I've found there are a couple of negative issues. First, is the sound can get really annoying really
quickly. If you sell items one by one, you have the "narrator" looping so you'll probably end up turning the sound off altogether
anyway. Secondly, when resources get bunched up in your input machines, they get cluttered really badly and you have to select
the resources one by one... which is sort of a pain in the\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 It'd be nice if the dev could add a
double click feature which lets you select all of one resource in a general area or something. The worst problem is an almost
complete lack of replayability. Sure you are suggested to restart your factories multiple times but what's the point? If I didn't
enjoy the core game concepts so much, this would almost be a complete deal breaker.

All in all, it's simple and it's fun. 9.99 isn't a bad price but for the current content, I'd like to see that price go down to about 4.99
or there to be some additional content because the current version of the game can be beat in only a few hours.. Slightly
recommended.

Gameplay Footage:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=1NiZUTdeMBQ. Allow me to begin by stating that I have 400 hours in Fallout 4. I was
very excited to Play this great game with the use of my VR headset and so I purchased Fallout VR several months ago. In that
time I have only been able to play for 10 hours; most of which was excruciatingly difficult due to a disability. Several people,
myself included, have requested the typical controller support from the developer to no avail (It seems that they do not care).

I would like to enjoy this version of the game as much as I have enjoyed the non-VR version but I have no reason to believe that
the developer ever intends to support our simple "controller support" request. As for a deeper review, this version of the game is
riddled with bugs and visual glitches, which is typical of this developer. They might as well tell us to go ahead and k*$$ the*r
a$$e$.

I would give this game a positive review as I have enjoyed the game for over 400 hours but the lack of gamepad support in the
VR version is a deal breaker. I am an unhappy customer without any intention of buying another Bethesda game. Many options
available these days; Bethesda is no longer the only show for truly open world games which is what kept me coming back for
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Great expansion to a great game. Adds about ~10 hours of new content (if you want to collect the new cards) and a satisfying
new boss. The new hero, Settsu, is my favorite of the bunch; she feels incredibly satisfying to play. Try an attack-speed build
with upgrades to your penetrating lasers: the damage is unreal.

Thanks for another great product!. Game of the century and will all ways be my favorite. Two things I have to say though.

1. Read all of the guide below

2. DO NOT READ THE WIKI UNDER ANY CIRCUMSTANCE. It WILL ruin the whole game for you and takes 99% of the
fun away.

Over all 100\/10 would totally recommend

https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/sharedfiles\/filedetails\/?id=944220883. this game is too anime!. The last fight against Joon and
Shion is one of my favorite boss battles so far.
Overdrive is really hard and really fun.. TL;DR: It looks like it still on its early version. Consider it before buying: its a
incomplete version of something that will never be completed.

Full review:
Well, the game only launches when I choose the "fastest" graphics. Otherwise, it crashes.

First off: there is no zoom. And I can't navigate using my keyboard, only mouse. And its annoying.

It seems that there is no quest\/misson either. Its just a regular sim tower with new (?!) graphics.

It seems that there is no "info" about the shops\/stores. Its just a poor quality sprite.

The costumers comes all together and leaves all together. Like a mob of zombies. Its ugly.

It lacks tutorial. I don't know what am I supposed to do.

The concept is fantastic (as proven by Sim Tower.) but I was hoping for something much more... 2017. It seems it is an earlier
version of something that could, but will never be really enjoyable, neither for hardcore gamers or casual gamers.. 1) It Is hard,
you can play all stages at easy-normal-hard and 2 units will be not level up at all... No credits.
2) It Is to hard (not possible) to play at easy. The monsters get stronger but no credits to level up your units.
3) Only 20 Levels!!!!!
4) A really good game, really nice view, really good game play but the worst upgrade system price that can be. This is fun.
Recommend!. Ehh, mash potatoes are nice and so is this.. This review was done pretty much immediately after release, so things
may or may not have changed since.)

I'm simply baffled by this game. I know this game is supposed to be surreal (think Stanley Parable or Kentucky Route Zero), but
the game is extremely confusing and irritating to play. Walkthrough is pretty much needed, as the game doesn't give the player
even an inkling of an idea when it comes to solving certain puzzles.

So you begin the game by going to a party, but your vision fades to white at the door. You wake up in a strange bed with no
recollection of past events, so you set to figure out what's happened. Except you're thrown into a weird dream like world that
defies logic and natural laws. And you get shouted at by a voice in a radio doing a bad Al Pacino impression.

The game looks decent enough. The game runs 60 FPS most of the time, but for some odd reason tanks to 30 and even below
for no apparent reason. This kind of behavior happened in the second room of the game, but when later revisiting the room in
another puzzle, the game ran at 60 FPS again. I have no idea as to why this happens, forced VSync, maybe? There seems to be
only very primitive graphical controls with a handful of predetermined levels of graphical fidelity. There should be more
detailed graphical options for tweaking things like texture quality, anti-aliasing, anisotropic filtering, VSync etc.

The voice acting is susceptible to very annoying changes in audio level. The two types of voices you're going to hear are the
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main character and a mysterious voice on the radio. The main character seems to be clearly audible most of the time, but
sometimes inaudibly mumbles something for no apparent reason. While this mumbling is annoying, the radio voice is even
worse. Sometimes when the radio was far away, I couldn't make sense through the low audio level, distortion and unclear voice
acting, whereas scenes where the radio was closer caused some clipping. In my case it got to the point of hurting my ears at
certain points, especially when the radio voice was practically in my ear. The lack of captions didn't make understanding
dialogue any easier.

Controlling the character is easy enough in situations that don't require precise platforming. Unfortunately, there is some precise
platforming involved in at least one section. The dimensions of how far or high the main character can jump are not really clear,
and I fell to my death multiple times by either bumping my head on something or just falling short. The level layout is also very
confusing, and many times I had to simply make a leap of faith to see if I could make a jump - and many times that failed.
There seem to be also some invisible walls, which at least in one scenario made me think I hit a bug. The way the camera
behaves can also be kind of dizzying and sickess inducing at times. Especially crouching while moving can cause some tilting (I
guess roll is the correct term) that is exaggerated and very unnatural.

The worst thing about Only If is the lack of direction. As of writing this review, I've been to seven or so sections. The game
gives very little to no hints at all as to what you're supposed to do. Actually, I'd go even further and say that the game even
misleads you. It's difficult in a review to point out these sorts of things without spoilers, and I'd like to keep this spoiler free. I'm
only going to say that the game wants the player to name a thing at one point. The game primes you by displaying some scenery
associated to one thing, but then expects a completely different answer. Also, there's a button mashing sequence that, as far as I
can tell, leads only to the main characters death and a level restart.

Creating an experience that is not frustratingly obscure to the player is something I expect from any game, surreal or not. The
worst challenges in this game are not just stopping and thinking about all the mechanics of a puzzle, or trial and error, or even
memorizing. The challenge at its worst is truly in the realm of "guess the developer logic" type of "puzzling". I simply cannot
recommend this game in it's current form.. The Janus Class is one of my new favorites honestly.
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